
Looking for ease of use and the highest 
security standards? Look no further!

With the CTOUCH Android Upgrade 
Module you will have the latest Operating 

System available for your touchscreen. 

CTOUCH ANDROID 
UPGRADE MODULE
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Future proof your touchscreen

We often compare our touchscreens to large mobile phones. Unlike mobile 

phones though, touchscreens can last 5, 7 or even 10 years long and at some 

point, the Android Operating System gets outdated and becomes a security risk. 

You want to prevent this, right? And have access to the latest features? Well, then 

we have good news for you! 

The CTOUCH Android Upgrade Module brings the CTOUCH Laser Sky, Laser Nova 

and Riva touchscreens back to modern times. Not only is security up-to-date 

with this hardware module, it also offers a wealth of extra features that are often 

sought after. 



 a Same security and look & feel, no matter the display

Bring the security level and the user interface of the Laser Sky, Laser Nova and Riva to that 

of the Riva R2. Enjoy uniformity in any space, no matter the display.

 a EShare wireless sharing 

Included with the CTOUCH Android Upgrade Module is a full license of EShare, allowing 

unlimited wireless sharing. 

 a Remote maintenance with CTOUCH Sphere

Inserting this module in a Laser Sky, Nova or Riva makes them compatible with the CTOUCH 

Sphere remote management tool, allowing for remote support and maintenance to the 

display, to perform firmware updates and change settings; all comfortably from your desk. 

 a Split screen

With access to the latest Android version also comes access to a new feature: split screen. 

You now have the option to display 2 applications at the same time, such as a document  

and whiteboard. The sky is the limit!

 a Updated connectivity

Despite being small in size, this module packs a punch! Installing it gives your touchscreen 

WiFi capabilities, access to the latest Bluetooth standard, expanded memory and more  

USB ports.

 a Enjoy that Friday Feeling

Experience 2 years of safe and supported touchscreen usage, as this module comes  

with 2 years Heartbeat Safe for free!
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